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BUBBLER
Labyrinth hydro filters

USE
• Explosive dust suppression
• Spark suppression
• Suppression of dust with a tendency to solidify
• Suppression of fumes and hygroscopic dust

FEATURES
• Construction in painted carbon steel or AISI 304 stainless 

steel
• "Labyrinth" system to obtain high levels of nebulization and 

separation
• Water level maintained through float
• Solenoid valve at the inlet of the water make-up hydraulic 

circuit
• Side walls in transparent lexan for continuous monitoring of 

the system
• Easy management and maintenance
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OPERATIONS

1. Air inlet

2. Contact throat

3. Bubbling grill

4. Labirinth bulkheads

5. Air outlet

6. Water level probe

7. Water tank

8. Water discharge
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BUBBLER
Labyrinth hydro fiLters

TECHNICAL DATA

BUB/L BUB/X Power ∆P disp. ∆P filter
Max air 

flow rate Water Empty weight Dimensions
Painted 
carbon steel

AISI 304 stainless 
steel

kW 
(2800 rpm)

mm H2O mm H2O m3/h lt Kg (A x B x C) mm

BUB/L2 BUB/X2 2,2 100 100 1500 150 320 1250 x 500 x 2350

BUB/L4 BUB/X4 3 80 100 3000 250 420 1500 x 600 x 2650

BUB/L6 BUB/X6 5,5 100 100 5000 380 500 2000 x 750 x 2650

BUB/L8 BUB/X8 5,5 100 100 7000 500 575 2000 x 1000 x 2650

BUB/LS BUB/XS Power ∆P disp. ∆P filter
Max air 

flow rate Water Empty weight Dimensions
Painted 
carbon steel

AISI 304 stainless 
steel

kW 
(2800 rpm)

mm H2O mm H2O m3/h lt Kg (A x B x C) mm

BUB/L2S BUB/X2S - - 100 1500 150 270 1250 x 500 x 1700

BUB/L4S BUB/X4S - - 100 3000 250 360 1500 x 600 x 1900

BUB/L6S BUB/X6S - - 100 5000 380 430 2000 x 750 x 1900

BUB/L8S BUB/X8S - - 100 7000 500 500 2000 x 1000 x 1900

The suitability of the type of filter, the air flow rate and the type of cleaning must be checked according to any regulatory restrictions in force in the place of installation.

SPARE PARTS
• [PL/L5] Lexan polycarbonate, 

thickness 5 mm

• [EV/BUB] Water solenoid valve 3/4"

REALIZZAZIONI
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	copertina
	CARVENT
	DOTVENT
	Centralized plants extration units
	POWER JET
	Self-cleaning filters with cartridges or bags

	AIRSOL CARB
	Modular filter units with activated carbon cartridges

	AIRSOL DRY
	Modular air filter units for spray painting

	AIRSOL OIL
	Modular air filter units for oil mists

	AIRSOL POL
	Modular air filter units for dust and fumes

	FINPOL ATEX
	Self-cleaning cartridge filters ATEX Ex II 2D

	FINPOL F
	Self-cleaning cartridge filters

	FINPOL HZ
	Self-cleaning horizontal cartridge filters

	POLJET F
	Bags filters with round section

	RAF/PS
	Bag filters with vibration cleaning

	RAF/PC
	Bags filters

	CARB
	Activated carbon air filters

	CARB C
	Activated carbon air filters

	BUBBLER
	Labyrinth hydro filters

	BUB VENT
	Hydro filters with Venturi

	DEVID FILTER
	Modular air filter units with pocket filter

	GG SMOG
	modular electrostatic filters

	SCRUBBER
	Washing towers

	CICL
	Centrifugal cyclone separators


	Mobile extraction units
	FINPOL 1-2-3
	Mobile cartridge filter units with self-cleaning

	ECO DCE
	Mobile filter units with cartridge for fumes

	DCE
	Mobile filter units for fumes and dusts

	DCE MULTICARB ATEX
	Mobile filters unit EX II 3G with activated carbon

	DEVID ONE
	Compact filter units

	ECO DEP TORCH
	Mobile filter units for welding fumes

	AIRSOL CAR
	Oil-mist mobile filter units

	AIRSOL SMART
	air filtration for machine tools

	BU
	Mobile filter units

	BU C
	Industrial mobile suction unit with compressed air

	BU OIL
	Mobile suction units for recovery of cooling oil

	BU T
	High power mobile filter units

	TM F
	Mobile units with bag filters

	EURO POLVOS
	faired bag filters with electric fan

	MINI POLVOS
	Mobile filter units with fan

	POLVOS
	Mobile dedusting units

	GUAPP
	Open bag filters with exhauster


	Extraction arms
	PERMA ARM
	extraction arms for laboratories

	ELEFANTINO ELB
	Self-supporting extraction arms with extension

	ELEFANTINO ELP
	Self-supporting extraction arms

	ELEFANTINO ELPR
	Low inlet self-supporting extraction arms

	LOC
	Multi articulated extraction arms

	MINI EL
	Small extraction arms with 3 joints


	Extraction benches
	ZB SAND
	Downdraft tables for dust

	ZB E
	Downdraft tables

	ZB
	Dowdraft tables for fumes and dust

	ZB POL
	Downdraft tables with cartridge

	ZB POL F
	Closed structure downdraft tables with cartridge filter

	ZB POL JET
	Downdraft tables with cartridge and air compressed cleaning


	Exhaust extraction
	AR
	Exhaust extraction hose reels

	BLINDOCANALA CA4
	Tracks for sliding extraction systems

	BLINDOKIT
	Kit for sliding extraction systems with tracks

	MONO - DOPPIO
	Exhaust extraction systems

	BOCCHETTE
	Exhaust extraction nozzles

	AUTOVENT
	Mobile suction systems

	DEGASSING
	Suction units for forklift charging station


	painting booths
	ZINCO Q
	Water film painting booths

	ZINCO SEC SMART
	Spray Painting booths

	ZINCO SEC ECO
	Spray painting booths

	ZINCO SEC BIG
	Spray painting booth

	ZINCO SEC TITAN
	Spray painting booth

	ZINCO SEC HOBBY
	Spray painting booths

	ZINCO SEC CARB
	Dry spray booths with activated carbon

	ZINCO SR
	Dry spray wheel mounted walls


	Dedusting booths
	ECO BOX
	Soundproofing cabins and walls

	ZINCO D
	Dust extraction booths

	ZINCO DR
	Dust extraction wheel mounted walls


	Ventilation and cooling
	FRIO
	Mobile evaporative coolers

	ECO FRIO FIX
	FIXED evaporative coolers

	VD EV
	Ring mounted axial fans

	VDI
	Ducted axial fans

	VDQ
	Plate mounted axial fans

	VDT EV
	portable and adjustable axial fans

	TE EV
	Ring axial roof fans

	MTV G
	Exhaust fans for high flowrate

	DE
	Axial scatters

	FC
	Rectangular channel centrifugal fan

	DT
	Centrifugal fans for centralized systems

	CARVENT
	wheel mounted fan

	DOT VENT
	portable electric fan


	Complementary products
	CAP
	Suction hoods

	WALLA
	Suction walls

	AVO
	Spring driven hose reel

	BLIND
	Sliding track systems with sealing carpet

	WELDOBOX - WELDOTEND
	Protection curtains and boxes

	T REEL
	Protection curtains cable-reel

	RED CYCLONE
	Spark-trap protection system

	NERTI
	Inerting powder dosing system, for air filtration systems



